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Databases persistently store data and provide standardised access to it for
communities consisting of human as well as software agents. However, adequate
information governance in such a bi-sortal setting requires more than that. Despite
the rigorous formal structure that may have been imposed on a data set, if it cannot
be disclosed to third parties, their value is practically zero. The ICT-outsourcing
partnership between the Flemish Ministry of Education and Training (FMET) and
EDS-Telindus, now HP, appreciated the subtle difference between data and information, and the need for more maturity regarding the governance of their vast
(meta-)data landscape. This is shown by initiatives such as the development of a
Data Warehouse and an Information Governance Organization.
Some claim that semantic technology will soon compete with, and eventually
replace traditional business intelligence approaches as a means to achieve just-intime information. However, critics complain that the fact that the killer Semantic
Web application is still missing indicates a lack of convincing business drivers.
Based on our own experience in large organisations, we observe that business
drivers for semantically driven solutions are latent but are begging to be articulated. However, for a sustainable breakthrough, mere technology to reconcile and
apply business semantics is not sufficient.
In this chapter, we describe the support of the ICT-outsourcing partnership in
their next leap towards information maturity and governance. To this end, we
adopt OMG's SBVR standard as a basis to agree on formal and detailed natural
language declarative semantic description of complex business entities, including
the governance structure of the organisation itself.
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Closed World Syndrome
The ability to unlock data is related to the ability to understand the hidden information in it. For this, human agents too often rely on their intuitive ability to
understand the context, without guaranteed success and sometimes with disastrous
consequences. To reduce cost and risk, for human as well as software agents, the
semantic context of data has to be made explicit. The ICT-outsourcing partnership
between FMET and HP (in this article referred to as ICT-outsourcing partnership)
aims to give a meaningful answer to following questions about mission-critical data:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

semantics: what is the meaning of my data?
utilisation: how is my data used?
provenance: where do my data come from?
governance: who is responsible for what data?
quality: what is the quality of my data?

Many information systems suffer from a closed-world syndrome. They were
designed from a naive assumption they have already stored all possible facts about
the domain. Facts not in the database are presumed to be false; hence there never
will be a need for large-scale data exchange with other systems. Moreover, a database is usually designed from a strong IT/IS (information system and technology)
perspective. Consequently, only the designer is familiar with its internal structure
and rules, and changes are driven by technical fits rather than real business needs.
The technological nature of the syndrome lies in vendor lock-in of data caused
by the fact that they are usually stored in proprietary (read: closed) formats. Obviously, this does not make any sense in today's networked value constellations (like
the World Wide Web) where online information exchange across business processes becomes central.

Just-in-Time Information
To answer the above questions, the ICT-outsourcing partnership aims at just-intime information (JITI) that we define as:
"JITI is the ability to interpret the latent information in exchanged data in the
right context and in a timely manner, without the help of the original designer."
The need for JIT information follows from the fact that information forms arguments during strategic decision making. Consider, for example, the Minister of
Education ordering FMET to produce a business intelligence report on the possible influence of the mother’s educational profile on her children’s school performance. People are in constant need for relevant JITI in order to analyse this correlation and finally to allow the minister to make well-founded political decisions.
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Current business intelligence approaches deliver report updates in batches, hence
intermediate JITI needs have to be addressed ad-hoc via the informal social networks leading to unnecessary overhead. JITI calls for a more pragmatic approach
different from current approaches.

The Gap between Business and Technical Metadata
For JITI to be effected, the ICT-outsourcing partnership is convinced that they,
as earlier for data itself, must pay attention to the structured recording and publishing of data about data, also called meta-data. The Flemish regulation3 describes
metadata as:
"Documentation that describes the content and frequency of updating an authentic data source, and technical manner in which that resource can be unlocked.”
This definition remains vague when it comes to defining metadata, but clearly
hints that the underlying ontology allowing a meaningful interpretation of this
metadata should, in addition to being shared and agreed, have a dual utility (Akkermans and Gordijn, 2006):
1. in an IT/IS context, it serves as computer specification to build diverse semantic
applications (such as data integration between software agents);
2. in a business context, it serves as a theoretical model referring to real-world objects aligning the strategic goals, values, and processes among (human) stakeholders.
This new requirement for duality in the specification of an ontology that does
not merely describe facts from IT/IS owners, but also from business users, will
push the introduction of ontology management in daily work practices. Ultimately,
this will improve the co-evolution of business process changes and information
system changes.
In business the somehow misleading term metadata management is preferred
for ontology management. Enterprise applications, such as master data management and business intelligence claim to provide an integral solution for metadata
management. In practice, however, they produce redundant or anomalous metadata because they do not take into account the interest of other applications (again
the closed world syndrome). Furthermore, the metadata is of a mere technical nature, which at best provides only a partial answer to those questions mentioned
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earlier. Indeed, there are inherent limits on just how much technology can really
help in this regard.
From an academic point of view, it turns out that in current ontology management practices, the underlying methodological principles are usually ignored
(Cardoso, 2007). Moreover, regarding the rather narrow focus on technical
metadata, they systematically ignore the subtle gap that looms between (i)
knowledge sharing between human agents on the business/social level (based on
business metadata), and (ii) data exchange between computerized agents (such as
information systems) at the operational/technical level (based on technical
metadata).
Large-scale ontologies, like Cyc4, usually suffer from severe usage restrictions
due to intellectual property rights. As only small parts of their content is publicly
available, these ontologies have no chance being scrutinized under peer review,
hence using them as standard would be problematic. The current proliferation of
so-called ontologies (in fact merely small-scale vocabularies) on the Semantic
Web may result in a Web rich in semantics but poor in ontological consistence
(Gasevic, 2009). This consistence must not merely be dependent on empirical validation but also on its pragmatic value (see our discussion on validation later).
In order for an ontology to become a sustainable, reliable and shared resource,
De Leenheer et al. (2010), state that the basic principle of community-based ontology evolution lies in capturing the co-evolution of (a) social knowledge sharing
and information needs that emerge from it, (b) the supporting computerized information systems, and (c) the semantics that enables (meta-)data exchange between these systems. Doing so, it imposes a conceptual bridge between business
metadata and technology metadata. Before introducing our approach to this coevolution, we elaborate on the business drivers that advocate the reconciliation of
metadata, and the metadata landscape as-is within the ICT-outsourcing partnership.

Business Drivers to Bridge the Gap
Based on our interviews, within the ICT-outsourcing partnership metadata
management is fuelled from seven business drivers.
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Documentation
"Sometimes people do not know what data is out there. Knowing the whereabouts of data starts with many calls within and between business units over and
over again." (Anton Derks)
Business (intelligence) metadata is key to the provision of relevant documentation. Employees must document their data in a systematic manner in order to minimize the loss of know-how in case they would leave the organization. This is especially important in the context of the ICT-outsourcing partnership in which a
regime of high turnover dominates. Business analysts must be empowered to define relationships between files that document the reasoning steps of their strategic
advices. The collective practice of documentation will progressively decrease the
overhead brought by repetitive calls for often the same latent documentation. Ultimately, in combination with underlying social network data, it will provide a
valuable resource of actionable knowledge for social analytics.

Communication
"No communication without metadata!" (Jan Dejonghe)
Metadata facilitates communication both internally as externally. E.g., vendors
of administrative school software should be able to understand the semantics the
software should obey when reporting enrolment data back to FMET. This agreement can be formulated in the form of a technical data specification (e.g., in UML
or XSD) that was generated from business metadata. Business metadata on its turn
is compliant to certain administrative regulations. Doing so, metadata provides a
"language" that can cope more effectively with communication problems between
business and the in- and outflow of external ICT consultants.

Reuse
Metadata accelerates the retrieval of assets and promotes their reuse. Currently
assets, including reports, queries, data, architecture, technology, and licenses are
defined ad hoc. In the planned service-oriented architecture, metadata will facilitate the retrieval and reuse of software services.
Codification strategy where data is codified in a common format that makes it
easy to exchange and reuse is not the silver bullet. Personalisation complements
this via right tooling and culture, which allows next to codification, the emergence
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of personal networks, engendering reputation among its peers. Therefore, it is
equally important to address the provenance of data. If one knows the owner of a
data asset, one can use the personal network (with Web 2.0 tooling) to gain additional know-how through socialisation.

Impact Analysis
"You hear now and again, "they have changed something to the data table, and
now it does not work anymore." (Frans Decuyper)
Metadata is crucial to capture complex dependencies between different systems, people and applications, and to calculate the impact in the event of a change
transparently. A precise impact analysis allows a more precise cost-benefit analysis. Moreover, it reduces the likelihood that they are subsequently surprised by unexpected side effects. The ICT-outsourcing partnership as-is often cannot see the
forest for the trees.

Disambiguation
" There are 180 000 teachers, more than one million students and thousands of
educational institutions. FMET forms a large part of our society, hence it is certainly important that labels are attributed the same meaning." (Martin Maesen)
Metadata helps to get rid of inconsistencies or ambiguities. It is very valuable
to know that a term has an unambiguous meaning. For example, the term "family"
is fairly easy to understand for most people, but in the software application it has a
strict sense, inferred from the legislation. Another problem is caused by (naturally
occurring) homonyms. E.g., if one would check all decrees ranging from primary
to higher education, the word “study area” is often attributed contradictory meanings, while one would expect this in FMET frequently used term should be intuitively obvious. There are also terms that are poorly defined, and require additional
interpretation. An example is a term "part exemption” that is applied in regulation
but apart from that has few leads to its definition. This brings about the question
whether we should take the definition into account are not. These are issues that
continually recur in discussions with institutions about changing data models
("yes, but… what about the part exemptions"). Several discussions are repeated
over and over again, and would be unnecessary if the relevant terms would be disambiguated properly.
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Uniformity
"In my early years I have worked on a glossary: the most difficult part was to
obtain consensus." (Marleen Deputter)
Unambiguous metadata is not sufficient. It is crucial that metadata uniformly
applies to the entire organization and its stakeholders. It is very valuable for everyone to be sure that what is said in one place, is also valid elsewhere. A major
source for the lack of uniformity is the wave pattern that ICT-outsourcing partnership follows when it evolves: first, at the business level, there is a new decree (or
set of related decrees). Next, this decree is "implemented" in a computer application. Inherent to its nature, legislation may change, giving rise to an organic
growth in the implemented applications. An example is their Salary System and
more specifically the lack of meaningful codes that are contained therein.

Compliance
Metadata plays an important role in regulatory compliance, a field that is not
much explored so far:
• Authentic sources: where data are spread over different systems, it is difficult to determine which of the systems is the original data source.
• Privacy: some data are covered by privacy legislation. When it is impossible to learn whether a piece of data is covered by privacy rules, it is difficult for an organization to comply with such regulation.
• Security: FMET has currently a Security Officer to verify regulatory
compliance. Using metadata provenance of data can be logged.

Metadata Landscape Dimensions
Just like with information management (Maes, 1999), the strategy, structure,
and operationalization of metadata management is not trivial because it must be
able to align the complex and rapidly evolving IT/IS needs to the ditto business
needs. Technological support for metadata management in terms of software is
necessary, but certainly not sufficient. To bridge the gap, we distinguish, alongside technology, three other dimensions in the metadata landscape: methodology,
organization, and culture.
Crucial is the development of a teachable and repeatable methodology consisting of a number of coordinated methods and techniques that allows the organization to perform different metadata management activities effectively and efficient-
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ly. This methodology should be anchored in an organizational arrangement of social roles and responsibilities, appropriate to the establishment of the Information
Governance5. Finally, in order to apply the methodology properly, it is of great
importance that there is a right culture of joint understanding, managing and using
metadata in the cross-process information chain. Our observations are supported
by empirical investigations in knowledge management in general indicating that
social incentives brought about by cultivation are essential to increase the usage of
knowledge management tools and methods (Kankanhalli et al., 2005).
Designing a solution requires a metadata landscape analysis that deepens each
of the four dimensions, and consequently focuses on the internal weaknesses and
external threats. To this end, we have interviewed more than twenty people on
both sides of the partnership.

Metadata Landscape SWOT Analysis
Based on our findings, we performed a strength-weakness (SWOT) analysis.
The summarising SWOT diagram is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Summary of the SWOT analysis of the metadata landscape within
the ICT-outsourcing partnership.
An important strength is that metadata culture within the partnership is already
fairly mature. This is shown by the intention of its management and the curiosity
of its employees who take grass root initiatives providing success stories. Moreover, there is already a targeted training on conceptual business modelling. Another
important strength is the outsourcing partnership that already exists for many
years.
On the contrary, the weakness lies in the fact that the current metadata management technology is not adequate. Moreover, a methodology and organisation is
completely lacking. Threats for improvement are the constantly evolving policy
changes that impede a smooth long-term rollout of information management. This
is aggravated by the high turnover we already discussed. Moreover, if FMET does
not act fast, there is a threat that other public administrations will enforce their
own metadata standards, making FMET a mere dependent entity.
The opportunities include the growing availability now of robust commercial
semantic technology that can be safely deployed to gain information maturity6.
6
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2009:
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Moreover, there is an increasing demand for exchange of best practices. This demand is particularly visible in the context of e-government. Consider, for example,
the large-scale, even competitive, initiatives to make government data public in
the US7 and the UK8. As a result, the "crowd" can build useful services and applications that - through semantics - reuse, link, and reason about these data resulting
in interesting new business models. Finally, the fact that the ICT-outsourcing
partner is present throughout all ministries is not only a strength, but also creates
an opportunity to widely disseminate best practices horizontally but also vertically
from regional, to federal and even European level.

Business Semantics Management
Inspired by the notion of co-evolution, Business Semantics Management
(BSM) (De Leenheer et al, 2010) provides methodology, technology, culture and
organization that enable parties to (i) obtain consensus on (the semantics of) key
business terms, and (ii) evaluate this consensus uniformly in various applications
throughout the organization. Respectively, BSM consists of two complementary
cycles: semantic reconciliation and semantic application (see Figure 1) that each
groups a number of activities.

Figure 2 Business Semantics Management consists of two complementary
cycles: semantic reconciliation and semantic application. Both cycles communicate via the unify-activity.

Fact-orientation
BSM draws from best practices in ontology management (Hepp et al., 2008)
and ontology evolution (De Leenheer and Mens, 2008). The representation of
business semantics was originally based on the DOGMA (Spyns et al., 2002) ontology framework that follows a fact-oriented paradigm that was introduced in the
7
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conceptual database modelling approach NIAM9 (Verheijen and Van Bekkum,
1982) (pre Object-Role Modelling)).
NIAM simplifies the design process by using natural language, as well as intuitive diagrams, which can be populated with examples, and by examining the information in terms of simple or elementary facts. By expressing the model in
terms of natural concepts, like objects and roles, it provides a conceptual approach
to modelling. Moreover, breaking down the domain into several elementary fact
types reduces the problem complexity into smaller and thus more easily manageable sub-problems. This leverages the potential of domain experts to effectively externalise conceptions that were not revealed otherwise (Halpin, 2002).
NIAM/ORM’s attribute-free approach, as opposed to frame-based techniques
such as UML or (E)ER, promotes semantic stability. Semantic stability is a measure of how well models or queries expressed in the language retain their original
intent in the face of changes to the application (Halpin, 2002). Given the coevolution principle, it is critical that the underlying ontology be crafted in a way
that minimises the impact of these changes. Therefore regarding our objectives,
fact-oriented models are more stable under business changes than e.g., OO or ER
models.

Collaborative Business Semantics Modelling with SBVR
Recently, BSM adopted Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules
(SBVR10), a recent OMG standard pushed by the business rule community and the
fact-oriented modelling community. SBVR follows the meta-modelling principles
of OMG's Meta-Object Facility (MOF11), which is essentially a set of concepts
that can be used to define other modelling languages.
In the ICT-outsourcing partnership, UML is marginally adopted for business
modelling. Some strongly advocate the suitability of UML for knowledge representation, especially in model-driven engineering (Gasevic et al., 2009). However,
UML has serious shortcomings like its lack of formal definition (Cranefield,
2001). Constraints are expressed in a semi-formal language (i.e., OCL) and descriptions of the various elements are in plain (instead of structured English). Finally, UML is object-oriented, leaving out the possibility to refer to objects
uniquely otherwise than with the auto-generated internal object identifier.
Driven by its success in conceptual data modelling, the fact-oriented approach
of SBVR provides the basis for formal and detailed natural language declarative
description of complex business entities. The derived formal vocabularies and
9

Natural Information Analysis Method

10 OMG Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules, version 1.0:
http://www.omg.org/spec/SBVR/1.0/
11 OMG Meta Object Facility, version 2.0: http://www.omg.org/spec/MOF/2.0/
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rules can be interpreted and used by computer systems to develop Web, software
and business intelligence applications. Additionally, the recent Ontology Definition Metamodel12 (ODM) provides (via MOF) a bridge to link SBVR to the Web
Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S), Resource Description Framework
Schema (RDFS), Unified Modeling Language (UML), Topic Map (TM), Entity
Relationship Modeling (ER), Description Logic (DL), and Common Logic. Most
of these extensions are outside the scope of this article. We refer to Gasevic et al.,
(2009) for a detailed discussion in the context of model-driven engineering.
For the outsourcing partnership following domains are predominant.
1. Software and Service engineering: UML is a language to specify, visualise, and
document software and service systems. Architects in the ICT-outsourcing
partnership widely use UML.
2. Business Intelligence: Common Warehouse Model is an OMG standard for integrating tools for data warehousing and business analysis. In the ICToutsourcing partnership, the Business Intelligence Competence Centre is considering the adoption of this standard.
3. Web Engineering: RDFS and OWL are W3C specifications for Web engineering. The ICT-outsourcing partnership has no short-term ambitions, but its uptake in the next long-term ICT plan is crucial.
Via MOF, business semantics (in SBVR) forms the basis for forward engineering of software (i.e. UML diagrams), business intelligence (i.e. OMG common
warehouse model), and Web applications (W3C RDF(S) and OWL) and vice versa: existing models can be reverse engineered to feed the BSM process.

Business Semantics Structure
The structure of SBVR (illustrated in Fig. 3) allows implementing a business
semantics system that follows the 6 principles of community-based ontology evolution earlier defined in De Leenheer et al. (2010).
1. ICT Democracy An ontology should be defined by its community, and not by
a single developer13.
2. Emergence Semantic interoperability requirements emerge from community
evolution processes.
3. Co-evolution Ontology evolution processes are driven by community evolution processes14.
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4. Perspective Rendering Ontology evolution processes must reflect the various
stakeholders perspectives15.
5. Perspective Unification In building the common ontology, relevant parts of
the various stakeholder perspectives serve as input for the unified perspective
6. Validation The explicit rendering of stakeholders perspectives allows us to
cap- ture the ontology evolution process completely, and validate the ontology
against these perspectives respectively.
In other words: it takes into account the existence of multiple perspectives on
how to represent concepts (by means of vocabularies), and includes the modelling
of a governance model to reconcile these perspectives pragmatically (read: insofar
practically necessary) in order to come to an ontology that is agreed and shared
(by means of communities and speech communities).
• A semantic community is a group of stakeholders having a body of shared
meanings. Stakeholders are people representing an organisation or a
business unit. They already informally share knowledge via social network functionality.
• A body of shared meanings is a unifying and shared understanding (perception) of the business concepts in a particular domain. Concepts are
identified by a URI. The scope of this body emerges from breakdowns
during informal knowledge sharing.
• A speech community is a sub-community of a semantic community having a shared set of vocabularies to refer to the body of shared meanings.
A speech community groups stakeholders and vocabularies from a particular natural language in multi-lingual community, or from a certain
technical jargon.
• A vocabulary is a set of terms and fact types (called vocabulary entries)
primarily drawn from a single language to express concepts within a
body of shared meanings.
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In contrast to waterfall-like approaches that focus on a broad design upfront,
agile methods perform short milestone-driven revision iterations in order to cope
with dynamic environments.
15
There is no generally applicable ontology, as each application will generate a
contextualised model to match local needs and functionalities
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Figure 3 The structure of business semantics: communities, stakeholders,
concepts, vocabularies, facts, and rules.
As mentioned, the notion of vocabularies allows multi-linguality or within one
language synonymous terms may refer to the same set of concepts, or a polysemous term may refer to different concept URIs depending on the vocabulary it is
residing in. Following function maps a term in a vocabulary to a concept URI. For
the full formalisation, we refer to De Leenheer et al. (2007).
concept(vocabulary,term) = <URI>

E.g., consider a term "student" in a Dutch vocabulary and a term "étudiant" in a
French vocabulary both meaning the same thing.
concept(Dutch, student)
= URI_STUDENT
= concept(French, étudiant)

A term is defined by at least a set of fact types and one or more rules. Terms form
the building blocks for binary fact types, which can be read on two directions:
Student is enrolled in / enrolls School
School is located at / is location of Address
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A fact type can also denote an ontological relationship such as a specialisation/generalisation relationship:
School is a / subsumes Institute

or an aggregation relationship:
Faculty part of / has part University

Every rule formulation starts with a fact type of a term. E.g.:
It is obligatory that a Student is enrolled in (/ enrolls)
exactly one School
Address is location of (/ locates) at most one School

Hence, vocabularies allow speech communities to give different meanings to
terms and fact types, but also to impose different constraints on their usage.

Business Semantics in Practice
It is practically impossible to have a central "metadata repository " maintained
by one person. E.g., consider the well-known issues with updating a canonical data model in a service-oriented architecture. There are several reasons for this:
• the historically grown inconsistent and difficult to unlock collection of metadata sources;
• the structural independence of the business units ( called "entities") within
FMET;
• the intended independence of FMET towards its ICT-outsourcing partner HP;
• the general economic trend towards dynamic value networks;
• the increasing presence of "Web 3.0" where data and services are decentralized
and accessible to each other via URIs. A vision shared with Semantic Web and
Web Science communities (cf. e.g., IEEE IS Jan. 2010).
However, note that a fully decentralized approach is not feasible within ICToutsourcing partnership where business semantics are determined by regulations.
Alternatively, BSM stands and falls with two initiatives: a business semantics
glossary (BSG), and an enterprise information model (EIM).
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Business Semantics Glossary
According to the English dictionary, a glossary defines a list of terms and their
meanings in natural language. A BSG16 is a glossary where the meaning of term
is formally defined by fact types and rules. It provides a single point of reference
for the ICT-outsourcing partnerhsip different business vocabularies and rules, and
a practical grouping according to their semantic and speech communities. The
BSG supports the semantic reconciliation process.
Scope sets out the scoped terms that are actually needed to improve the information chain. Specific business drivers that want to resolve a weakness or threat in
a certain application context fuel this activity. Regarding our considerations made
above, we distinguish between IT/IS and business contexts.
1. In an IT/IS context a communication breakdown may be caused by an inadequate transformation of incoming personnel data from the more than 1,500 educational institutions to the data semantics of the central salary system. The
breakdown here is caused by a lack of specification of terms as "personnel" and
"salary". The derived need for manual translation (e.g., using XSLT) introduces
a weakness, as defining the translation requires know-how about the resp. formats. Moreover, such a translation introduces even more legacy that is difficult
to interpret.
2. In a business context, the lack of a uniform and unambiguous meaning of the
term "study area" following externally imposed rules may form a legal threat.
This observation initiates another semantic reconciliation cycle where metadata
related to "study area" are to be reconciled. It is important to involve the relevant stakeholders in this process and assign them with appropriate roles and responsibilities.
Note that we have oversimplified the scoping process here. For supporting
scoping techniques we refer to De Leenheer (2009).
Create During this activity, every scoped term is syntactically defined. E.g.,
Figure 3 illustrates the concept page (identified by a URI) in BSG for term "Home
Address" (specialisation of the type "Address") in the BSG. The page consists of a
gloss providing a natural language definition; a number of fact types (e.g., "home
address has postal code") and a number of rules (e.g., home address has exactly
one zip code). To each scoped term (within its context) there are also certain roles
appointed such as a "concept steward" and a number of relevant stakeholders. The
definition is fed by implicit know-how from the involved domain experts, or by to
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Business Semantics Glossary is a product from Collibra. More information
on http://www.collibra.com
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4 . A r t ic u la t e S in c e m u lt ip le u s e r s p a ra lle lly r e n d e r t h e ir p e r s p e c t iv e o n a t e r m , it m a y b e t h a t
a f t e r t h e r e fi n e a c t i v i t y s o m e f a c t s a n d r u l e s i m p o s e c o n t r a d i c t i n g s t a t e m e n t s . D u r i n g t h i s
a c t i v i t y , c o n fl i c t s a n d i n c o n s i s t e n c i e s a r e r e m o v e d . S p e c i fi c a l l y d e s i g n e d a l g o r i t h m s m a y h e l p
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h e r e . E g . i n t h e N e t h e r l a n d s a n a d d r e s s i s u n i q u e l y i d e n t i fi e d b y a c o m b i n a t i o n o f p o s t c o d e
a n d h o u s e n u m b e r, w h ile in B e lg iu m

a c o m b in a t io n o f p o s t c o d e , s t r e e t n a m e a n d s t r e e t

n u m b extraction
e r i s r e q u i r e d . of facts from existing metadata (see De Leenheer (2009) for a
automatic
review 5 of
. D u ontology
r i n g u n i fi c a t i o n extraction
i s a n e w v e r s i o n techniques).
o f t h e b u s in e s s m o d e l g e n e ra t e d .

Figure
3 Screenshot of the term "Home Address" taken from the Business
F ig u r e 3 S c re e n s h o t o f t h e te r m “ H o m e A d d re s s ” in t h e B u s in e s s S e a m n t ic s G lo s s a r y .
Semantics
though the conE v e n t h o u Glossary
g h t h e c o n c e p that
t d e fi n i currently
t i o n s l o o k l i k e n deployed
a t u r a l l a n g u a g at
e , o FMET.
n e c a n a u t o Even
m a t il l y g e n e r a t e a n e look
n t e r p r i s like
e i n f o rnatural
m a t i o n m o d language.
e l t h a t p r o v i d e s Thanks
a f o r m a l s p to
e c i fi the
c a t i o n underlying
.
ceptc a definitions
MOFcompliant meta-model, one can automatically generate an enterprise information model from it that provides
a formal specification.
t a n g ib le s o lu t io n s fo r y o u r b u s in e s s s e m a n t ic s
7
According to our metadata landscape analysis, many FMET entities have isolated "grassroots" metadata initiatives. They manifest themselves in various forms
such as taxonomies, keyword systems, glossaries, information about database
fields, metadata in Web pages and content management systems (CMS). These
use many proprietary formats as well as open formats such as XSD and UML. In
SBVR, the business concepts can be defined in a natural way, while at anytime a
formal enterprise information model can be automatically generated in any format.
Note that each change is carefully logged in order to be able go back any time.
Refine During this activity, fact types that were created during the Create activity are refined so they are understandable to both business and technology. E.g.,
The somewhat technical term Empl becomes Employee or EmplAddr is decomposed into a fact type Employee is located at / locates address. Coding conventions can be applied here to guide the process.
Articulate Since multiple users concurrently render their perspective on a term,
it may be that after the refine activity some fact types and rules impose contradicting statements. During this activity, conflicts and inconsistencies are removed.
Specifically designed algorithms may help here. E.g., in the Netherlands, an ad-
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dress is uniquely identified by a combination of postcode and house number,
while in Belgium a combination of postcode, street name and street number is required. Articulating these differences is crucial in order to be able to deal with different data integrity rules during information exchanges.
During unification is a new version of the enterprise information model is generated from the current version of the BSG.

Enterprise Information Model
An enterprise information model (EIM) is a "flattened" version of the BSG that
is generated in a timely manner. The EIM is the product of semantic reconciliation
and serves as a uniform technical specification to implement semantic applications. Through the underlying MOF framework, this EIM can be represented in
many formats, such as UML, OWL, or XSD, serving a wide variety of applications. We distinguish two activities.
Select Given an application context (such as a workflow or business artefact
(Hull)), relevant concepts are selected from the EIM for a particular application. It
may be required to add additional application-specific constraints that could not be
agreed upon on the community level, or that are currently not supported by SBVR.
Commit Information systems are improved using the selected concepts. Depending on the application context, this can be implemented in different ways.
Concretely, this boils down to data transformation, validation, and governance
services. For example, two or more XML structures can be virtually integrate by
defining XSLT transformations to a shared XMLS-formatted EIM. The EIM may
also be used to convert relational databases into RDF triple stores (cf. RDB2RDF
initiative). Here we illustrate the application of an EIM to generate data transformation services. The Business Semantics Studio17 (BSS) is a tool suite that supports these two activities. BSS provides mapping functionality to commit existing
data sources and applications onto the EIM with Ω-RIDL (Trog et al., 2007). Below we show two examples of such mappings: one committing a field in a database to a concept in the EIM and another path in an XML-document.
map TBLSchool.Street on Street of (/with) Address of (/ with)
School.
map /schools/school/street on Street of (/ with) Address of
(/ with) School.

These mappings can be used to automatically generate data transformations
from one format into another by generating the appropriate queries (SQL, XPath,

17 http://www.collibra.com/products/business-semantics-studio
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etc.). The example are intentionally kept simple for didactic reasons. For a more
detailed description of Ω-RIDL we refer to Trog et al. (2007).

Full-cycle BSM: Validation and Feedback
Once semantic applications are running, it must be possible to monitor and feed
unexpected side effects or failures back, calling for a new iteration of BSM. We
call this full-cycle BSM: the scope of the next version of the EIM is fed by the validation of the previous version in IT/IS contexts as well as business contexts. The
BSG is the vehicle that serves the reconciliation of the newly scoped concepts.
The overall picture of this full-cycle BSM is illustrated in Figure 4.

Technical /
Operational

Enterprise Information
Model v2

XSD

UML

...

ER

reconciliation

Enterprise
Information Model v1

Metadata Levels

application

Business Vocabulary, Facts, Rules (SBVR)

closed-loop feedback

Business / Social

Full-cyle Business Semantics Management

Conceptual

decrees,
synonyms,
taxonomies, ...

Relational

facts,
rules,
patterns, ...

Technical

UML,
XSD,
ER, ...

Operational

SQL,
web-services
xpath, EDI, ...

Manual mapping
Automatically generated

Figure 4 Full-cycle business semantics management keeps the business semantics in line with changes in IT/IS and Business contexts.
The BSM cycle is repeated until an acceptable balance of differences and
agreements is reached between the stakeholders that meets the requirements of the
semantic community. Gradually, closed divergent metadata sources are replaced
with metadata sources that follow an open standard, and are kept coherent via
BSG. Referring to the external threats (discussed in SWOT analysis), once the
ICT-outsourcing partnership (as semantic community) has internally standardized
stable parts of its EIM, it stands stronger to push these up to federal18 or even European level (e.g., Semic.eu19).
18 http://www.fedict.belgium.be
19 http://www.semic.eu
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Regarding its dual utility, we distinguish between two complementary ways to
validate business semantics: in the context of business applications or IT/IS applications.

IT/IS-driven Validation
The formal specification of a semantic pattern can be empirically validated for
its logico-computational “proof” and its computational performance within a predefined IT/IS context. If a semantic pattern is sufficiently constrained then certain
desired properties can only be derived strictly in a mathematical or logical fashion.
E.g., the data structured according to the metadata of system A is transformed in a
certain way into the format defined by metadata of system B. The performance of
the computational implementation can be tested in simulations using very large
data sets. De empirical evaluation feeds inconsistencies, inadequacies, and incoherencies back to the semantic reconciliation.

Business-driven Validation
A more complex problem is the pragmatic evaluation of concept types within a
business context. From case studies we learned that this requires a rather qualitative assessment of validity. We distinguish two categories of validity (Akkermans
and Gordijn, 2006).
1. Descriptive validity: are the concept types indeed a substantial description of the business assets as they are perceived in the domain by a community?
2. External validity: can we declare the collected concept types sufficiently
generally applicable en unambiguous so that they can be deployed in
many situations or contexts?
Assessing the descriptive and external validity has to be done by a sufficiently
large social arrangement of adequately skilled people, i.e., a community of practice. A social arrangement defines roles and responsibilities that collectively supervise the consistent implementation of semantic reconciliation and consequently
produce qualitative concept types is often a wicked problem. This may be caused
by the inability of domain experts to capture the domain properly and agreeing on
a common representation of it effectively. Furthermore, domain experts may have
difficulty using the tools that support these complex tasks. All together this advocates for a well-defined metadata governance model.
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Metadata Architecture and Governance
Of particular importance is that BSM becomes structurally and gradually embedded in FMET’s Enterprise Architecture by means of a Metadata Architecture.
The basis for this is the EIM. Metadata Governance is concerned with establishment, modification, and implementation and monitoring of the Metadata Architecture by using BSM so that the ensuing business information systems will optimally contribute to the desired business results. While fueled by business drivers, the
implementation of BSM is determined by a metadata charter, principles and policies.
• A metadata charter is a Memorandum of Understanding that provides
motivation, goals, and key stakeholders. It provides a framework of roles
and responsibilities and it identifies certain authorities.
• Metadata-principles establish start points for metadata management that
must be respected. E.g., metadata must always be made publicly available and in an open standard format.
• Metadata policies contain clear guidelines for relevant actors within the
organization to implement BSM in all its facets with sufficient quality
and according to the principles.
Subject of these principles and policies are evolving concepts themselves,
metadata applications, methodologies and culture, but also the relationship with
the ICT outsourcing partner. E.g., a policy that implements the above principles is
a clear choice for the RDF or XSD format for publishing metadata.

Conclusion
The embedding of BSM in FMET requires a planning to implement a coherent
set of projects in line with the ICT Strategic Plan 2010-2014. Eventually this
should bring the partnerships information management in 2014 to an acceptable
level. BSM constitutes a powerful catalyst to align and fuel the information management processes from the business and supporting technical data management
processes. Doing so, ICT can be used effectively and efficiently.
The yardstick that we use to measure information maturity is the Information
Maturity Model (IMM)20 (Figure 5). From implemented proof-of-concept we have
reviewed some aspects of BSM. If we project our findings from these PoCs on the
IMM, we conclude that FMET was at IMM level 2 at the beginning of our analy-
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sis, and that the organization is not far off from achieving level 3. The five years
plan aims Level 4.

Figure 5 Information Maturity Model: a practical yardstick to qualify information maturity and governance in an organisation (by courtesy of Sean
McClowry).
Achieving Level 4 IMM will provide a platform with many new capabilities
such as the development of Semantic (Business) Intelligence and Semanticsdriven SOA. This will be implemented in terms of data transformation, validation,
and governance services. Moreover, the outreach of best-practice applications and
associated metadata standards deliver a unique reputation to FMET. Pushing this
to federal to even European levels will promote sharing and standardization of
metadata for public administrations.
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